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Modeling scanning tunneling spectra of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8¿d
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Recent angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES! and neutron scattering data have provided
ingredients for the interpretation of scanning tunneling spectra on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d . We analyze the low-
temperature tunneling spectra, from oxygen overdoped to underdoped samples, including details about the
bilayer splitting and the neutron resonance peak. Two van Hove singularities are identified: the first is inte-
grated in the coherence peaks, the second is heavily broadened at higher binding energy. The shape of the
tunneling spectra suggests a strong coupling of the quasiparticles with a collective mode, and a comparison
with photoemission shows that the scattering rate in tunneling is an order of magnitude smaller than in ARPES.
Finally, the theoretical spectra calculated with an isotropic tunneling matrix element are in better agreement
with the experimental data than those obtained with anisotropic matrix elements.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.224502 PACS number~s!: 74.50.1r, 73.40.Gk, 74.72.2h, 74.72.Hs
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy~STS! is a powerful tool
to study the electronic properties of solids. Its remarka
energy and spatial resolution makes it particularly well sui
for materials characterized by small energy and short len
scales, like the cuprate high-Tc superconductors~HTS!.
Among the HTS, the bilayer compound Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d
~BSCCO! has often been studied by STS, because it clea
easily and offers an atomically flat BiO surface. It is possi
to tunnel through the insulating BiO and SrO surface lay
into the CuO2 plane, where all the exciting properties of th
cuprates are believed to reside. Many important results
the nature of the superconducting, normal, and mixed stat
BSCCO have been obtained using STS.1–8

In the superconducting state, the main feature of the
ferential tunneling conductance (dI/dV) spectrum is the
quasiparticle excitation gap, which has been observed
BSCCO and studied as a function of doping a
temperature.1,2,9–11The presence of excitations within the s
perconducting gap, linearly increasing with energy arou
V50, indicates that the order parameter has nodes, and
sumably dx22y2 symmetry. Other characteristics of th
BSCCO spectra are the celebrated dip-hump structure a
ergies larger than the excitation gap, an asymmetry betw
electron and hole tunneling, and coherence peaks with c
siderably more spectral weight than predicted by B
theory. None of these three characteristics has been met
an explanation that is commonly agreed upon.

Under certain assumptions,12,13and considering the nearl
two-dimensional nature of BSCCO, one finds that the sh
of the STS spectrum is determined by only three ingredie
the bare electron dispersion«k in the CuO2 plane, the self-
energyS(k,v) which embodies all electronic interaction
and a tunneling matrix elementTk which couples the elec
tronic states of momentumk at the sample surface with th
metallic tip. In the particular case whereTk is a constant, the
0163-1829/2003/67~22!/224502~7!/$20.00 67 2245
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STS spectrum directly relates to the quasiparticle density
states ~DOS! in the CuO2 plane. Behind this apparentl
simple statement lies a real difficulty to disentangle the c
tribution of each of the above ingredients. Various feature
the STS spectra were thus attributed either to van Hove
gularities in the band-structure14,15 or to self-energy
effects.16,17 Furthermore, the general shape of the lo
temperature spectrum was considered suggestive of an a
tropic matrix element.15,18–20

The situation has recently become even more complica
with the observation of a clear bilayer splitting by angl
resolved photoemission~ARPES!.21–23The two CuO2 layers
in the BSCCO unit cell give rise to two non-degenera
bands close to the Fermi energy. As a consequence, ther
two bands — instead of one, as assumed previously
which can contribute to thedI/dV spectra. Using ARPES
the shape of these bands has been determined in the no
state of underdoped and overdoped BSCCO.24

In fact, the correct interpretation of STS spectra rel
upon a realistic modeling of the data, and different mod
can lead to opposite conclusions. Moreover, the mode
critically depends on details of the band structure24 and of
the spin excitation spectrum,25,26 which have become avail
able only very recently.

In this study we compare the predictions of several m
els to the STS spectra measured at low temperature
BSCCO samples with different oxygen dopings levels.1 Our
calculations take into account the bilayer splitting and
based on the band structures determined in Ref. 24. We
sume a puredx22y2 symmetry of the superconducting ga
and consider three different models for the self-energy
conventional BCS model; a phenomenological model p
posed to fit the ARPES data,24 thus allowing a direct com-
parison between photoemission and tunneling; and a m
which describes the coupling of quasiparticles to a collect
mode.27 The latter model takes into account some aspe
similar to conventional strong-coupling theory, leading to a
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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ditional structure in the tunneling spectra at higher energ
~but neglecting the possibly complex and energy-depend
nature of the superconducting gap!. We also compare the
effects of isotropic and anisotropic tunneling matrix e
ments.

Many of the topics raised in this work probably apply
other HTS as well. However, we restrict this study
BSCCO, since we feel that only for BSCCO the tunneli
and ARPES data have been defined, elaborated and e
lished in sufficient detail to serve for the quantitative analy
below.

II. MODELING THE TUNNELING SPECTRA

In the tunneling-Hamiltonian formalism,12 the sample and
tip are coupled by a matrix elementM kq which represents the
overlap of the electronic states on both sides of the tun
junction. The resulting differential conductance at bias vo
ageV is given by

dI

dV
}2E dv(

k,n
uTku2An~k,v! f 8~v2eV! ~1!

wheref is the Fermi function andAn is the spectral function
in the sample. The sign convention is such that, at zero t
perature, negative energiesv andeV correspond to occupied
states, and positive energies to unoccupied states. The
matrix element appearing in Eq. ~1! is uTku2

5(quM kqu2Atip(q,v). Using a tip with a featureless DOS
we can assume that it is energy independent. Accordin
Ref. 13 the dependence ofTk on kz is cancelled by the band
dispersion alongkz (z is the tunneling direction!. In Eq. ~1!,
n refers to the two bands resulting from the bilayer splitti
as discussed below. We assume that thekxy dependence ofTk
is the same for both bands; this then leads to
n-independent matrix element.An is related to the electron
dispersion and self-energy through

A~k,v!52
1

p
ImF 1

v1 iG2«k2S~k,v!G . ~2!

The band index is omitted for simplicity. The lifetime broa
ening G is introduced here for computational convenien
and is set toG51 meV in all of our calculations.

To account for the bilayer splitting, we use the band str
tures determined in Ref. 24 for the anti-bonding~A, plus
sign! and bonding~B, minus sign! bands:

«k
(A, B)522t~coskx1cosky!14t8coskxcosky22t9~cos 2kx

1cos 2ky!6 1
4 t'~coskx2cosky!21D«. ~3!

The interlayer coupling is described byt' ; the maximum
energy splitting between the A and B bands is 2t' and coin-
cides with the van Hove singularities at the (p,0) point in
the Brillouin zone. It is worth pointing out that the van Hov
singularities of the two-dimensional band structure«k of
BSCCO are expected to show up in the tunnel
spectra,15,20 in contrast to the case of tunneling into mo
three-dimensional materials.13 The tight-binding parameter
inferred from ARPES for overdoped~OD69.0K! and under-
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doped~UD77.0K! BSCCO are given in Table I. These pa
rameters deviate slightly from those reported in Ref. 24.t'
was determined in Ref. 24 for the OD69.0K sample. T
determination oft' for the UD77.0K sample is complicate
by the strong influence of the pseudo- and superconduc
gaps on the photoemission spectra. For that rea
UD77.0K was assumed to have the samet' as OD69.0K in
Ref. 24. In this work, we have estimatedt' for UD77.0K
from a careful comparison between leading edge gaps of
A and B bands.28 The remaining parameters were modifie
accordingly. This leads to a better agreement with the t
neling data. From the parameters of OD69.0K and UD77.
we make a linear interpolation with doping to obtain t
parameters appropriate for the samples studied by S
~Table I!.29

The first model we consider is the conventional BC
model. In this case the self-energy reads:

S (1)~k,v!5
uDku2

v1 iG1«k
, ~4!

where the gap hasdx22y2 symmetry: Dk5
1
2 D0(coskx

2cosky). The only free parameter,D0, is adjusted to the
experimental data. In general, the optimumD0 in our models
can be determined with meV resolution from the comparis
to the experimental data.

In the second model, we follow an attempt to fit ARPE
measurements24 by complementing the BCS model with
phenomenologicalk-independent self-energyS0(v). At low
energy,S0(v) has a marginal Fermi liquid form:

S0~v!52lv2 iA~a0v!21~b0kBT!2. ~5!

Good agreement with ARPES was found with the parame
l51, a052, andb054.24,30–33The complete self-energy
including the superconducting gap is

S (2)~k,v!5S0~v!1
uDku2

v1 iG1«k2S0~v!
. ~6!

Equation~6! can be recast in a form similar to Eq.~4!, with
the bare dispersion«k and gapDk renormalized toc«k and
cDk , respectively, and the lifetime broadeningG replaced by

TABLE I. Tight-binding parameters for the conduction bands
BSCCO. The parameters for OD69.0K and UD77.0K follow fro
fits to ARPES data, and in the other cases from a linear interp
tion with doping. All numbers are in eV.

Sample t t8 t9 t' D«

OD69.0K 0.40 0.090 0.045 0.082 0.431
UD77.0K 0.39 0.076 0.034 0.097 0.304

OD56.0K 0.40 0.092 0.047 0.081 0.449
OD74.3K 0.40 0.089 0.044 0.084 0.422
OP92.2K 0.39 0.082 0.039 0.090 0.361
UD83.0K 0.39 0.077 0.035 0.096 0.317
2-2
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MODELING SCANNING TUNNELING SPECTRA OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224502 ~2003!
G2c Im S0(v) with c5(11l)21. We will use Eq.~6! to
check if the self-energy inferred from ARPES is compatib
with the STS data.

Finally, the third model we consider accounts for the p
sible interaction of the quasiparticles with a collective mo
Such a mode was indeed observed in BSCCO by neu
scattering, with momentum centered at (p,p).25 It appears
at an energyV'5.4kBTc ,26 and is characterized by a corre
lation lengthj&2 in lattice units~we will take j52 in our
simulations!. The interaction of this mode with the electron
was described theoretically in Ref. 27, and involves a c
pling constant g for which we choose the valueg
50.65 eV. The self-energy entering Eq.~2! is

S (3)~k,v!5S11~k,v!1
uDk1S12~k,v!u2

v1 iG1«k2S22~k,v!
. ~7!

The componentsS i j are a convolution of the bare BC
propagator~in Nambu representation! with the spin suscep
tibility. The latter is represented by a simple analytical fun
tion which approximates the neutron measurements. We r
the reader to Ref. 27 for further details.

Very little is known about the actualk-dependence of the
tunneling matrix element, although band calculations sugg
that it is anisotropic with a shape corresponding to the d
persion of the bilayer splitting,34 i.e. (coskx2cosky)

2. Such a
matrix element would prohibit tunneling into the nodal d
rection (p,p) and would highlight the region (p,0) of the
van Hove singularities. We will consider the two limitin
cases of a completely isotropicTs5T0 and anisotropicTd
5T0(coskx2cosky) matrix element, as well as admixtures
the form uTku25auTsu21(12a)uTdu2.

For each model we calculate the differential tunneli
conductance using Eq.~1! and a 102431024 mesh ofk
points. The temperature is set to 4.2 K. The experime
energy resolution is simulated by filtering the data with
Gaussian of width 1 meV. Finally, unless stated otherw
the calculated spectra are normalized to the total spe
weight of the experimental data over the energy range fr
2300 to1300 meV.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. BCS model

To compare the calculated spectra with experimental
sults over a wide doping range, we use low-temperature~4.2
K! data of Renneret al.1 The results of the BCS model, wit
an isotropic matrix element, are shown in Fig. 1. The agr
ment at subgap energies is good, except for OD74.3K wh
the spectral weight is somewhat underestimated. The~calcu-
lated and experimental! spectra show the V-shape at ze
bias typical for ad-wave order parameter. At higher energie
however, the model misses the dip-hump feature, which
most pronounced in the optimally doped and underdo
spectra at260 to 2100 meV, and the model generally pr
sents too sharp structures. In particular, the van Hove sin
larities of the A and B bands show up unrenormalized in
spectra while no such singularities exist in the experime
curves. None of these discrepancies can be reduced by
22450
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inclusion of an anisotropic matrix element, which would su
press spectral weight below the gap energy and raise the
Hove singularities even more. Nevertheless, with this fi
approach we can draw some conclusions which remain v
for the more sophisticated models discussed below.

From the difference between the A and B bands, it b
comes clear that most of the weight of the coherence pe
in the tunneling spectra is related to the van Hove singula
of the A band, which lies close to the Fermi level. The pre
ence of the van Hove singularity in the coherence peaks
plains their unusual height.15 Note, however, that without the
B band the peaks would become too high~with respect to the
background! to fit the experimental data. The van Hove si
gularity also explains why the peak at negative bias is g
erally a bit higher than the one at positive bias.

In general, we observe that the van Hove singularity
the A band remains close to the Fermi level~integrated in the
coherence peaks! for all doping levels. The van Hove singu
larity of the B band, however, moves to higher binding e
ergy with underdoping. This shift is related to the combin
effects of increasing gap and increasingt' with underdoping.
It is in qualitative agreement with the behavior observed
the background of the experimental data:1,2 on going from
overdoped to underdoped, the background of the spectra
comes more asymmetric. One can distinguish a very br
feature moving away from the Fermi level with underdopin
In fact, we have shown that this background can be fit
very well by a broadened van Hove singularity at energ
consistent with the doping level, in a rigid single-ban

FIG. 1. Tunneling spectra in the conventional BCS model, w
a d-wave superconducting gap and an isotropic matrix element.
contributions of the A and B bands are shown separately, and t
sum should be compared to the experimental data~circles!. The
arrows roughly indicate the maximum of the broad feature in
background~see the text!.
2-3
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HOOGENBOOM, BERTHOD, PETER, FISCHER, AND KORDYUK PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 224502 ~2003!
picture.35 These energies are indicated by arrows in Fig. 1
the present calculation, however, the van Hove peaks
located at different energies.

Summarizing this discussion, the tunneling spectra
consistent with a sharp van Hove singularity just below
Fermi level, and a very broad van Hove singularity movi
to higher binding energy with underdoping. Apart from t
dip-hump feature, the questions left open by the BCS mo
are the precise energy shift of the van Hove singularity of
bonding band, as well as the mechanism of its broadeni

B. Comparison of tunneling and ARPES

The absence of a sharp van Hove singularity of the
band in the tunneling spectra is a clear indication that
should go beyond the bare BCS DOS to explain all featu
in the spectra. In principle, it should be possible to ta
spectral functions directly from ARPES data and sum th
to compare to the tunneling results. However, this is com
cated by the strong influence of matrix elements on the p
toemission spectra~see, e.g., Ref. 30! and of the background
in the ARPES data. We therefore rely on the phenomenol
cal model of the spectral function at low energy describ
above @with self-energy Eq.~6!#. This description crudely
includes the effects of correlation in the marginal Fermi l
uid self-energyS0(v). With such an approach we can fir
directly compare tunneling and ARPES, and also study
ability of the marginal Fermi liquid model to account fo
tunneling data.

The ARPES data could be fitted using Eq.~6! with a0
52. In Fig. 2 we compare the calculations fora052 to
experimental tunneling data. Note that the energy scale
factor 2 smaller than in Figs. 1 and 3. As can be seen,
calculated curves~dotted lines! do not fit the experimenta
data at all. In particular, the V-shape of the spectra at
energy is too narrow. One might expect that the excess s
tral weight in the gap can be suppressed by an anisotr
matrix element. However, as shown by the dashed lines,
is not the case. The reason is that the low-energy spe
weight is dominated by the marginal Fermi liquid se
energy, and not by the gap function.

Surprisingly, a good fit can be obtained by an order
magnitude reduction ofa0, to a050.2, assuming an isotro
pic matrix element. This difference inS095Im S0 for ARPES
and tunneling suggests, not for the first time,36 that the scat-
tering rate in ARPES is considerably higher than in tunn
ing. The explanation for this remarkable difference goes
yond our current understanding of ARPES and tunneling

The van Hove singularity of the B band is shifted clos
to the Fermi level as a result of band renormalization b
factor (11l)21. Furthermore, the energy dependence ofS09
leads to a broadening which is more important at hig
energies. At negative bias this results in a coherence p
followed by the broadened van Hove singularity of the
band. However, the energy shift of this van Hove singula
as a function of doping is too small compared to the bro
feature in the background~see Sec. III A!. Of course one can
question the validity of the assumption ReS052lv at en-
ergies above;50 meV,32 meaning that the van Hove singu
22450
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larity of the B band is at too low binding energy in ou
simulations. Taking this into account would probably lead
a better agreement with the broad maximum in the ba
ground, shifting away from the Fermi level with underdo
ing. However, this behavior is inconsistent with the sha
ness of the dip when the van Hove singularity is at mu
higher binding energy than the dip~as is specifically the cas
for the optimally and underdoped samples!.

C. Coupling to a collective mode

So far, it has not been established whether the couplin
quasiparticles to the collective mode observed in neut
scattering experiments, is sufficient to have a sizable in
ence on the spectral functions37 or not.38 In the following
analysis we assume it is, and verify to which extent the t
neling spectra are consistent with neutron scattering data
the (p,p) mode.

In this model@Eq. ~7!#, the main effect of the resonan
mode is to enhance the imaginary partS9 of the self energy
between the energies«152V2D0 and «252V
2A«vHs

2 1D0
2, where«vHs is the band energy at the (p,0)

point.27 A similar effect, although much smaller, exists
positive bias. The numerical results are displayed in Fig
Focusing first on curves A, which represent the DOS of th
band, we notice the sharp coherence peaks. The energy o

FIG. 2. Tunneling spectra calculated using the phenomenol
cal self-energy Eq.~6! and compared to the experimental da
~circles!. Spectra are shown fora052 with the isotropic~dotted
curve! and anisotropic~dashed curve! matrix element, the latter
highlighting the (p,0) region of the Brillouin zone, and fora0

50.2 with the isotropic matrix element. The two curves fora0

52 are normalized to the spectral weight between2300 and1300
meV, while the curve fora50.2 is normalized to the peak heigh

D̃05(11l)21D0 is the renormalized gap value. All spectra are f
l51 andb054.
2-4
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latter is a combination of the gap value and the van Ho
singularity which, as in the previous models, lies very clo
to the gap edges, and contributes much to the total spe
weight of the coherence peaks. Furthermore, it is crucial
the creation of the dip-hump feature, below the cohere
peak at negative bias. The width of the dip corresponds to
energy interval between«1 and «2 where S9 is enhanced.
Below the dip, there is a hump resulting from the scatter
out of the above energy interval. The mode energy defe
from neutron scattering25,26results in a reasonable agreeme
with the dip in the tunneling spectra~also see Ref. 4!. How-
ever, we caution that its shape is more dependent on
precise values ofD0 and«vHs than on the mode energy itsel
Furthermore, for the optimally and underdoped samples
calculated dip is at slightly higher binding energy than in t
experimental data, suggesting that the mode energy
smaller than determined from neutron scattering. Finally,
depth of the dip in the experimental data indicates an
creasing coupling constantg with underdoping.

Let us now turn to the DOS of the B band. Here t
coherence peaks are small and occur atD0. The energy in-
terval between«1 and«2 is much larger than for the A band
and below«2 we see again a hump structure. The van Ho
peak of the B band now appears inside the dip energy ra
as a very broad maximum. Comparing the curves at differ
dopings, we find that the broad maximum shifts away fro
the Fermi level with underdoping. Though this shift
smaller than suggested by experiment, it is in qualitat
agreement with experiment. The only disagreement occu

FIG. 3. Tunneling spectra including interaction with a boso
mode at wave vector (p,p) and energyV55.4kBTc . The coupling
constant and correlation length areg50.65 eV andj52, respec-
tively. The superconducting gap hasd-wave symmetry and the tun
neling matrix element is isotropic. The contributions of the A and
bands are shown separately, and their sum should be compar
the experimental data.
22450
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higher binding energies, where the hump coming from the
band is not observed in experiment. This hump is proba
smeared out by coupling to the continuum of spin excitatio
at higher energies,39 not taken into account here.

In Fig. 4 we compare experimental data to spectra ca
lated using different matrix elements. It is clear that the e
perimental spectrum at low bias shows the V-shape typ
for a d-wave superconductor, andnot the U-shape expecte
for tunneling with a completely anisotropic matrix elemen
Though some anisotropy is not to be excluded, the tunne
spectra are thus more consistent with isotropic than with
isotropic tunneling matrix elements that suppress all sta
along the diagonals of the Brillouin zone. This conclusion
independent of the exact model chosen here~it can also be
witnessed from, for example, the bare DOS in Fig. 1!, and
only dependent on the assumption of thed-wave symmetry
of the order parameter and a small imaginary part of
self-energy at low energy.

IV. SUMMARY

We have modeled scanning tunneling spectra of BSC
including d-wave BCS superconductivity, band dispersio
based on recent ARPES data~with bilayer splitting!, and
isotropic as well as anisotropic tunneling matrix elements
addition to this, we have compared tunneling spectra
ARPES data via a phenomenological marginal Fermi liq
approach. In a third model, we have taken into account c
pling of quasiparticles to a collective mode with momentu
(p,p). All numerical results have been compared to expe
mental data over a large doping range.

The simpled-wave BCS model reproduces several ge
eral characteristics of the experimental tunneling spectra,
fails to account for salient features like the dip-hump stru
ture and the absence of a sharp van Hove singularity fr
the bonding band. The comparison between tunneling
ARPES suggests a much longer lifetime in tunneling exp
ments than in ARPES: using the marginal Fermi liquid a
proach, the shape of the coherence peaks in tunneling sp
is correctly reproduced, but only if the lifetime is taken a

to

FIG. 4. Comparison of the STS spectra including the coupling
the (p,p) mode, calculated with different matrix elements.D0

539 meV, as in Fig. 3. The continued line corresponds to the
tropic caseTk5Ts , the dotted line to the anisotropic caseTk

5Td , and the dashed line to a partly anisotropic matrix elem
uTku250.4uTsu210.6uTdu2. The spectra have been normalized to t
peak height at244 meV.
2-5
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order of magnitude larger than inferred from ARPES data
observation that remains to be explained. This model, sp
fied for low energy, does not lead to a satisfactory desc
tion of the dip-hump structure and the asymmetric ba
ground as a function of doping. Important improvement
obtained by including the interaction of quasiparticles with
collective mode. With parameters inferred from neutron sc
tering experiments, reasonable agreement with the tunne
spectra is found, though the energy of the mode may
slightly overestimated for the optimally and underdop
samples.

In general, the tunneling spectra are consistent with
presence of a sharp van Hove singularity~of the antibonding
band! integrated in the coherence peaks, and a broad
Hove singularity~of the bonding band! in the background,
shifting away from the Fermi level with underdoping. The
van Hove singularities can be held responsible for the as
metry in tunneling spectra with respect to zero bias. T
broadening of the bonding band van Hove singularity can
largely attributed to the collective mode. This mode a
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leads to a dip-hump feature in the spectra, which is m
pronounced in the underdoped than in the overdo
samples. The exact shape and depth, however, also de
on van Hove singularity of the antibonding band and on
superconducting gap.

Finally, the shape of the spectra at low-bias voltage
indicative of an isotropic tunneling matrix element. We co
clude that the tunneling matrix element does not have
strong dependence on the~in-plane! wave vector. Tunneling
spectroscopy therefore probes states along the whole F
surface, including the diagonals of the Brillouin zone.
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